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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THINKING ENTREPRENEURIALLY
TO DELIVER GROWTH IN THE
DECADE AHEAD
The case for why Sustainability is clear, the question is how?

Those with the ambition to lead in
the decade ahead will need to
fundamentally reimagine how they
do business. And while the question
of Sustainability is the most complex
(and urgent) in a generation, one
point of clarity is emerging:
Strategy, Sustainability & Innovation,
the corporate functions most
critical to the future of businesses
and the stakeholders they serve,
operate with different leaders,
independent agendas and
incompatible performance metrics.
These siloes are no longer fit for
purpose.

The businesses set to thrive will be
the ones that master an
unprecedented double act:
Reconciling the imperative towards
economic growth and new value
creation, with an imperative to
create that growth sustainably*.
Getting there requires a new
purpose built operating model and
a bold retooling of how the
functions tasked with delivering
impact are structured, resourced
and empowered.
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The responsibility to deliver
Sustainable Growth needs to
extend well beyond the traditional
remit of Sustainability functions, and
put both Strategy and Innovation at
its heart. We believe a new kind of
function: A Sustainable Growth
Function, will create a bias to
action and equip businesses to step
into the challenges and
opportunities ahead.

We explore this through the lens of:
-

-

-

-

-

Bridging the gap between
expectations set by CEO
commitments to global
Sustainability compacts, and the
internal capability that exists to
deliver against them
The case for leaving behind
outdated corporate hierarchies
and breaking up siloes
A blueprint and key organising
principles for creating a
Sustainable Growth Function
The principles in practice and
case studies of Sustainability
leaders across industries
Closing lessons from digital
transformation

* Sustainability, throughout this paper, refers to Environmental Sustainability: how businesses address their impacts on natural resources,
climate change, circularity, and act with a true multi-generational vision.
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BRIDGING THE
EXPECTATION
VS CAPABILITY GAP

Narrowing the gap between good intentions and action

With both time and excuses fast
running out, it is a given that it
won’t be acceptable or possible
for businesses to treat
Sustainability as a long term
liability that can be deferred out
indefinitely.
Leaders can no longer lean on
the outdated belief that the cost
of action outweighs any benefits.
Nor the other common crutch:
that few, if any, shareholders
demand concrete change.
Firstly, liabilities have a sneaky
way of coming due. But also
shareholders (and empowered
stakeholders) are actively
demanding more than the pursuit
of raw profit at any cost.

In the last year alone hundreds of
leading CEO’s have committed to
change and/or concrete targets via
a range of global compacts, such as
The Climate Pledge, The World
Economic Forum’s Reporting of
Sustainable Value Creation, The Ellen
MacArthur Circular Economy Pledge
or The Fashion Pact, to name a few.
External pressure has no doubt
played a part, but also a radical and
evidence based shift in narrative.
Leaders realise companies will
prosper not in spite of taking
action and being held
to account, but
because of it.

‘Most corporates are illequipped to address longignored externalities, while
also seizing opportunities for
profitable Sustainable Growth.’

“We see our [sustainability] efforts as strategic long-term
investments, not short-term costs.”
- Henri Francois Pinault, CEO
The $10bn global luxury group has positioned itself as a world-class leader in
sustainability, with deep commitment from its CEO to deliver a very ambitious
2025 Sustainability Strategy that leverages innovation, supply chain and
business model transformation and a pioneering EP&L and ecosystem impact
assessment to hold itself to account.

Done well, Investing in Sustainability
no longer implies a tax on
performance, but a way to unlock
entrepreneurial forms of growth and
long-term market outperformance (1).

A few pioneering companies are
beginning to bridge that gap –
they have set ambitious targets
and are now getting on with the
important bit – delivering.

The question is, how can it be ‘done
well’? Most large corporates are illequipped to address long-ignored
externalities, while simultaneously
seizing opportunities for profitable
Sustainable Growth.

They are doing this by pioneering
new structures and operating
models for Sustainable Growth and
showing a willingness to break free
of outdated siloes. They are
aligning corporate Strategy with
clear Sustainability targets and
processes. They are then applying
the full power of Innovation to
deliver against them.

Commitments are creating new
urgency (and accountability), but
the challenge now lies in addressing
the wide gap between expectations
and targets, and the actual
capability to deliver against them.

A 2015 Harvard Business School study of more than 2,300 firms found that companies that commit to
and invest in strategic sustainability efforts have higher risk-adjusted stock performance, sales growth and
margins -- and that these sustainability activities drive business value. More here
(1)
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We believe many more should
follow in their footsteps.
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BREAKING SILOS
(AND CONVENTIONS)

Sustainability & Innovation are redefining competitive agility
Translating ambition and statements of purpose into true Sustainable
Growth, requires a willingness to disregard legacy and re-think the skills,
strengths and capabilities needed, regardless of where they sit today.
Getting there will require a shift in the balance of power across
corporate functions (and a willingness to topple a few idols).

Since the 1940’s Strategy has
been the corporate darling. This
remains true even as its ability
deliver a compelling path forward
has been subsumed by short-term
shareholder led pressures,
prescribing reactive not proactive
measures. The uncomfortable
fact is that Corporate Strategy
frequently creates more businessas-usual entropy and linear
growth, rather than the audacious
entrepreneurial bets needed.
By contrast, Sustainability and
Innovation functions, despite
having long been relegated to
the periphery and left to fight for
air space, credibility, power and
investment, are coming the fore.
There are deep correlations
between the quality and scope of
a company’s past bets in
Innovation and Sustainability, and

“We cannot choose between [economic] growth & sustainability –
we must have both” - Paul Polman, (former) CEO
The $52bn consumer goods company has set out to decouple growth
from its environmental footprint, integrating sustainability into its
operations since 2010. Its Sustainable Living Plan has ambitious 2025
targets, including business model innovation, sourcing and halving the
virgin plastic used, and raising recycled plastic in its products to
25%. The company has been a fixture at the top of the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index this last decade.

its ability to be operationally
resilient and act entrepreneurially
under rapidly changing (often
adverse, as we’ve seen with
Covid-19) conditions.
Companies that invest seriously in
Sustainability perform better in the
long term (1&2). The same is true of
those that invest in Innovation(3).
Scratch the surface of these
companies to reveal bold
leadership that went beyond
rhetoric and foresaw Sustainable
Growth as core to Strategy and
an essential source of competitive
agility.
These companies are succeeding
because they accept that a
reliance on old models and
structures wont serve their long
term growth, and turn instead to
entrepreneurial solutions,
approaches and technologies.

‘Corporate Strategy frequently
creates more business-as-usual
entropy, rather than the audacious
entrepreneurial bets needed’

In 2108 Deutsche Bank reported that companies with high ESG ratings outperform the market in the medium (three to five years)
and long (five to ten years) term. (2) Companies with better Sustainability scores are outperforming those with lower ones since the
S&P 500 peaked in February per Barron’s market analysis from March 2020 (3) According to a 2019 report by HBR with data from
Dynata, companies w/ mature innovation programmes have a 9.5% growth in market cap, compared with 0.5% for those with less
mature programmes (5yr CAGR).
(1)
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If Sustainable Growth is to be the strategic agenda of the next
decade(1), much like digital transformation was the strategic agenda
of the last, an audacious and entrepreneurial model for change is
required. The good news is that the ingredients are all in place in
almost every large company, they are just not joined up in a way
that allows them to act as greater than the sum of their parts.
Individually, Strategy, Sustainability & Innovation serve distinct and
very crucial roles in any business. But without a cohesive vision that
encompasses, recruits and integrates the strengths, tools, resources
and talent pool of all three, there will continue to be misalignment
and competing priorities. And above all, enormous wasted
potential. What we need in its place is a new operating model
purpose built to deliver Sustainable Growth.

A Sustainable Growth Function
Is it bold proposition? Yes. Is there an easy way to achieve this
overnight? No. Do we need a new model to align the power of the
business to address Sustainability, while continuing to deliver profits
at scale and innovative new forms of value? Absolutely.

Strategy
Sustainability

Aligning agendas AND capabilities into a hybrid function

Set commercial
led growth
strategy
endorsed by
Board & C-Suite

Deploy technical
& functional
expertise to track
environmental
performance &
deliver targets

Innovation

JOINING FORCES TO
DELIVER SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH

Apply bold new
problem solving,
tech & business
models to create
Entrepreneurial
Growth

-

-

-

SET THE AMBITION – Define the long-term vision and
targets for the company
INFLUENCE SENIOR STAKEHOLDERS - Command the ear of
the C-Suite and Board
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL COORDINATION - Liaise with business
units to operationalize strategy and catalyse action
DELIVER FINANCIALLY - Accountable internally and
externally to deliver clear commercial targets

ASSESS MATERIALITY – Create rigorous science led focus
areas, targets and action points across the value chain
INSPIRE STAKEHOLDERS - Hold the pen, alongside the CSuite, on drawing a new vision for what is possible
CREATE THE ROADMAP - Define concrete actions for
sustainable transformation across business units
SET NEW METRICS - Deploy robust reporting with science
based impact metrics and/or EP&L

BE A RADAR STATION – Anticipate the business models,
tech and consumer behaviours that impact the business
LEVERAGE ASSETS – Reimagine the business to create new
opportunity, growth and defensibility beyond the core
ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTION – Develop agile new business
opportunities via partner, invest and/or incubation
REINVENT PROCESSES – New ways of working to create
conditions to experiment and deliver impact at scale

In the 2019 UN Global Compact-Accenture Strategy 2019 CEO study, 99%
of 1,000 CEOs surveyed from many of the world’s leading organizations, say
sustainability is critical to the future success of their organization
(1)
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BLUEPRINT FOR A NEW
OPERATING MODEL
Pillars and principles for Sustainable Growth
Pioneering companies that are outperforming on both commercial and
sustainability related indices are demonstrating that replacing outmoded
silos, and creating some version of a Sustainable Growth Function in their
place, works. Kering, Enel, Unilever, and Adidas, all leaders in their
industries, exemplify these efforts and offer essential lessons and a
practical evidence base.

From our experience observing the market and creating corporate
transformation functions, we have distilled down to a basic blueprint for
creating high impact Sustainable Growth Functions.

“Sustainability is one of the biggest, if not the
biggest growth opportunity for us in the years to
come” CEO, Kaspar Rorsted
One of the most committed actors in the sportswear sector, the
$22bn company has pledged to use 100% recycled plastic by 2024
and reduce its carbon footprint by 30% by 2030. The company is
embedding sustainability into its core growth strategy and actively
launching initiatives across circularity, open source collaborations
(notably with Allbirds) and intensive material focused R&D, including
the launch of two proprietary performance fabrics created from
recycled polyester.
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WHAT is needed

WHO will deliver it

HOW to do it

STRATEGY GOALS
& TOOLS

CAPABILITIES &
RESOURCES

GOVERNANCE &
WAYS OF WORKING

Shift the narrative from
Sustainability as a
constraint on growth,
to a Sustainable
Growth Agenda and
portfolio of activities
fully aligned with and
reflective of the
strategic objectives of
the business at large

Fully aligned and/or
integrated Strategy
Function +
Sustainability Function
+ Innovation Function,
working in unison and
reporting directly into
C-Suite with Board
endorsement

Establish a clear vision
with tangible and
material targets, and
both the budgets,
and processes to
deliver against
ambitious KPIs, with
the backing of every
aspect of the business

Corporate Strategy
Alignment

CEO & Board Level
Commitment

Clear Metrics &
Accountability

Build, Partner & Invest
Activities

Cross-functional
Collaboration

Operate In An Open
Ecosystem
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1.

Claim a seat at the corporate
strategy table
Corporate strategy sets the agenda for what gets done.
Demand deep alignment between Sustainable Growth
targets and the strategic objectives of the core business

Deploy a broad toolkit of Build,
Partner & Invest activities
Apply a portfolio approach to to meet different objectives
Recognise that solutions will come from multiple
sources: hardware, software, data, biotech, new
business models, operational models, consortia, etc.
Different tactics will be needed to deliver them at scale

3.

4.

Align ambitions with strategy’s bias towards action

Become mission critical to the
CEOs (and CFO’s) legacy
Ambition and commitment needs to come from the highest
levels

Set out a clear Sustainable Growth Agenda, aligning
purpose AND profit, that is integral to the CEO’s vision
and legacy, and is endorsed at Board level
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Act entrepreneurially and
collaborate to sweep aside silos
Make sustainability everyone’s business while keeping a
single
point of accountability
Sweep aside traditional organisational infrastructure to
create transversal initiatives that connect assets,
functions, supply chains, and P&L in entirely new ways

2.

Establish clear metrics and
standards for accountability
Define tangible performance and operational goalposts for the long
term

5.

Set metrics and benchmarks to track performance in terms
of impact AND commercials. Establish ways to test quickly,
establish viability (many solutions will be experimental), and
understand what will/will not deliver impact at scale

6.

Operate with a truly open ecosystem
mindset
Actively pursue solutions and scale through collaboration,
partnerships, and alliances

The challenges are too large for a single organization to
crack. When it comes to Sustainability, collaboration is the
new competitive advantage, alongside a reliance on industry
standards, partnerships, consortia and open sourcing
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THE PRINCIPLES IN
PRACTICE
These companies represent best in class Sustainable Growth
Operating Models. All have also seen their share price double
(at a minimum) over the last 5 years (1), the average
timeframe in which they doubled down on commitments.

Luxury

Energy

Consumer Goods

Fashion

Vision to be sustainability
leader in luxury. Believe
business model innovation
and core rethink of value
chain will be key drivers

Since 2015 business plan
makes a sustainable business
model integral to strategy for
growth across value chain.
€16bn invested in last 3 yrs

Pioneered integrated strategy
via Sustainable Living Plan (to
2020). Sustainable growth
remains integral to strategy
under Unilever Compass Plan

Sustainability declared one of
the biggest growth
opportunities. New brands
being launched and circular
business models are piloting

Diverse range of partnerships,
technology pilots, R&D,
investment and building –
including several Materials
Labs

Run Enel X, incubating B2B
solutions for Enel and its
clients. Ten global sustainable
open innovation hubs. Large
scale infrastructure investment

Use innovation muscle to
drive sustainability, including
Foundry start-up partnerships,
investments with Unilever
Ventures and incubation

Significant advances in
R&D/Material innovation,
partnerships with startups and
plan (from CEO) to incubate
2 new sustainable brands

CEO ”owns” sustainable
business model with clear
targets. Have a Chief
‘Innovability’ Officer reporting
to CEO and board

CEO commitment with a
Chief Sustainability Officer
reporting into CEO. Board
Corporate Responsibility subcommittee keeps tabs

CEO has announced
commitment to markets.
Global Sustainability Director
oversees team of 80+ and
reports to board

1

Claim a seat at the
corporate strategy
table

2

Deploy a broad
toolkit of activities in
build, partner & invest

3

Become mission
critical to the CEOs
(& CFO’s) legacy

Sector leading CEO
commitment. Have a Chief
Sustainability Officer, & a
Board level Sustainability
Committee

4

Act entrepreneurially
and collaborate to
sweep aside silos

Innovation and sustainability
activities are fully integrated
and aligned with strategic
targets across all aspects of
the business

Sustainability and Innovation
are a fully integrated unit at
group level. ESG decisionmaking integral across all
business units

Innovation seen as key driver
to achieve targets across
value chain. Internal teams
advise all brands around right
sustainability mechanisms

Activities cut across business.
Sustainability strategy includes
innovation as driver and
innovation strategy includes
sustainability as driver
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Establish clear metrics
and standards for
accountability

Deployed pioneering EP&L in
2011, with ambitious reduction
targets on track for 2024
across entire value chain

ESG factors integrated across
value chain with transparent
governance, metrics and
targets aligned against
UNDSG and internal targets

Initial targets for Sustainable
Living plan achieved. Clear
audited materiality targets
and metrics in place. Aligned
with best in class standards
including GRI and CDP Index

Clear targets in place, incl. No
Virgin Plastic by 2024. Targets
aligned to strategy across six
key pillars. Reporting
integrated into annual report
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Approach the
challenge with an open
ecosystem mindset

Lead signatory to the Fashion
Pact, offer open source R&D
research, actively partner with
startups, NGOs and
industry/governmental bodies

Open Innovability Model
connects all areas of
company w/ startups,
industrial partners, SMEs,
research centers & universities
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(1)

2015-2019 Public share performance reporting

Strong credentials building
alliances, including
participation in Terracycle
pilot with competitors and
various partnerships and

High profile partnerships with
NGOs, startups and
researchers. Collaborative
open source eco-shoe launch
with AllBirds
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TAKING A
STEP TOWARDS
A NEW MODEL
A few lessons from the recent past
If we look back at the digital
transformation journey
companies embarked on over
the last decade, key lessons
emerge to carry forward into this
new journey: Many leaders
realised the hard way that
“digitisation” could not be
treated as an autonomous
work-stream, a one-and-done,
designed and delivered by IT.
Running a truly digital business
requires digital to be fully
embedded and “owned”
across the organisation, while
retaining a clear center of
gravity, purpose and leadership.

Those that succeeded, broke
siloes and recruited a cross
functional mix of strategy, IT,
finance, data, HR and
Operations etc., to deliver
what was needed together. In
other words, they forged a
new operating model.
The same will be true for
Sustainability. No single
discipline can deliver alone.
Sustainable Growth demands
a balance of science with
creativity, compliance with
new sources of growth, rigour
with entrepreneurship, and
optimisation with new business
models.

Lets be clear: the precise mechanisms of Sustainable Growth are not
self evident and there is no magic bullet. Each company has a totally
different journey ahead. Materiality issues differ substantially across
industries, and these have to be analysed, understood and prioritised
to create the right roadmap. Consumer goods, manufacturing,
banking, and aviation will follow paths unique to their industries as
well as their companies.
But in the midst of this undeniable complexity, the importance of
having the right foundation in place cannot be understated. A
Sustainable Growth Function exists to pre-emptively support the
challenges of alignment, integration, common purpose and
momentum that meeting corporate Sustainability goals, regardless of
industry, will require.
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‘Sustainable Growth demands a balance of
science with creativity, compliance with new
sources of growth, rigour with entrepreneurship,
and optimisation with new business models’

“In a sector that cannot make
mistakes Enel is using
sustainability as a stimulus
to innovation”
CEO, Francesco Starace

The $90bn energy company has
taken a leading role in promoting a
sustainable business model by
embedding ESG issues into business
strategy and a corporate
governance system that integrates
sustainability into all decisionmaking processes. It has an
ambitious decarbonisation
commitment to a 70% reduction in
its direct greenhouse gas emissions
by 2030, from a 2017 base-year
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Are you ready to explore what launching a Sustainable Growth
Function would look like for your business?

We have worked with global leaders like L’Oreal, Fannie Mae,
Puig & BP to design, define and launch best in class
Entrepreneurial Growth Functions. We actively work with
companies like Sky, Unilever, Visa and Facebook to set Growth
Strategies and deliver new Entrepreneurial Opportunities and
Ventures to market.
Get in touch.
Sandra Steving, Partner– sandra@foundersintelligence.com
Rob Chapman, CEO – rob@foundersintelligence.com
Gio Donaldson, Partner – gio@foundersintelligence.com
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Founders Intelligence is an
Entrepreneur Powered Consultancy.
We help clients to deliver new forms
of Sustainable Growth, through new
operating models, technologies,
ventures and business models.

We understand and work with the
most innovative start-ups and
technology companies across
every sector and translate how
large incumbents can partner with
and learn from them.

We work with leading businesses and
investors across sectors, and are
driven by impact and seeing our
clients achieve change at scale.

We are part of Founders Forum, a
private network of the world’s most
successful founders and venture
investors.

www.foundersintelligence.com
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